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Abstract— Recently, with the advent of satellite missions and
artificial intelligence techniques, supervised machine learning
(ML) methods have been more and more used for analyzing
remote sensing (RS) observation data for crop yield prediction.
However, due to the domain shift between heterogeneous regions,
supervised ML models tend to have poor spatial transferability.
As a result, models trained with labeled data from one spatial
region (i.e., source domain) often lose their validity when directly
applied to another region (i.e., target domain). To address this
issue, we proposed a multisource maximum predictor discrepancy
(MMPD) neural network that is an unsupervised domain adap-
tation (UDA) approach for corn yield prediction at the county
level. The novelties of this study include that: 1) we proposed
to maximize the discrepancy between two source-specific yield
predictors and align source and target domains by considering
crop yield response in the target domain and 2) we adopted
the strategy of multisource UDA to avoid negative interference
between labeled samples from different sources. Case studies
in the U.S. corn belt and Argentina demonstrated that the
proposed MMPD model had effectively reduced domain shifts
and outperformed several other state-of-the-art deep learning
(DL) and UDA methods.

Index Terms— Crop yield prediction, deep learning (DL),
multisource domain, satellite remote sensing (RS), unsupervised
domain adaptation (UDA).

I. INTRODUCTION

ACCURATE crop yield prediction is critical to the pre-
vention of famine, stability of commodity markets, and

sustainable development of agriculture [1], [2], [3]. Tradi-
tional crop yield prediction techniques, such as survey-based
methods and biophysical simulation models, heavily rely on
locally collected data, which are labor-intensive and expen-
sive to collect. Recently, with the advent of satellite mis-
sions and artificial intelligence techniques, various supervised
machine learning (ML) models have been developed to pre-
dict crop yields using remote sensing (RS) imagery. Widely
used yield prediction models can be categorized into linear
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models [4], [5], nonlinear ML models [6], [7], and deep
learning (DL) models [8], [9], [10], [11]. In traditional ML
models, nonlinear models have been demonstrated to out-
perform linear models. For example, Johnson [6] estimated
the U.S. county-level corn and soybean yields by building
tree-based models based on vegetation indices (VIs) and
weather variables, which outperformed linear models by a
large margin. Kamir et al. [7] combined time-series satellite
images and weather variables for wheat yield prediction in
Australia using random forests (RFs), support vector regressor
(SVR), and XgBoost (XB). Recently, DL, a subfield of ML
that mimics the human brain by using a layered structure,
has attracted broad attention. Since DL models can establish
more complex nonlinear functions with a higher layer depth,
they have demonstrated superior performance over traditional
ML in different applications [12], [13], including crop yield
prediction. For instance, Khaki and Wang [9] developed a
fully connected deep neural network (DNN) to forecast U.S.
corn yield and it outperformed linear regression models and
nonlinear tree models. Kim et al. [14] developed an optimized
DNN for U.S. county-level corn and soybean yield prediction
with a higher prediction accuracy than SVR and RFs. To fur-
ther enhance the learning capability, advanced DL structures
have also been explored for crop yield prediction in recent
studies. For example, You et al. [8] considered the spatial–
temporal information in satellite imagery by including the
Gaussian process in a convolutional neural network (CNN) and
a long short-term memory (LSTM) and both models outper-
formed the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
annual yield estimates of soybean in USA. Ma et al. [2]
developed a Bayesian neural network (BNN) for county-level
corn yield prediction in the U.S. corn belt, which can predict
corn yield and quantify predictive uncertainty simultaneously.
Chen et al. [11] developed a spatial disaggregation method
based on XB and BNN and achieved high accuracy for
municipal-level corn yield prediction in China.

However, the domain shift, which describes the difference
in data distributions between regions, would cause biases in
model training and limit the transferability of trained ML and
DL models. As a result, most existing models established
between reference (reported) yields and RS measurements
within a specific region often lose their validity when directly
applied to new regions [15], [16], [17]. To address this issue,
transfer learning (TL), which aims to transfer knowledge
learned from one domain to another, has become a viable solu-
tion. For DNNs, a widely adopted TL strategy is to fine-tune
the weights of a pretrained network, which is developed from
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a source domain with abundant ground reference data, using
some labeled samples from the target domain. For example,
Wang et al. [1] adapted a recurrent neural network (RNN)
trained in Argentina to predict soybean yield and fine-tuned the
pretrained model with a small number of labeled samples in
Brazil. Moreover, to avoid overfitting, methods have also been
proposed to freeze the weights of earlier layers of a pretrained
DL architecture and fine-tune only the last few layers devoted
to a specific task [18], [19].

Despite several successful cases, some labeled samples
are still required from the target domain for fine-tuning
the pretrained models. Since collecting ground yield records
requires statewide field surveys or censuses, which is labor-
intensive and time-consuming [10], data may not be available
in some agricultural regions for either training or fine-tuning
the models. To reduce domain shift and improve the DL model
transferability from the source domain to the target domain
without labeled data, various unsupervised domain adaptation
(UDA) approaches have been proposed [20]. Recent UDA
models commonly employ a conjugated architecture with two
objectives to, respectively, fulfill the main task and the UDA
task [21]. Specifically, one objective is to learn a task-specific
model based on the labeled source samples by minimizing
the corresponding task loss function, such as mean squared
error (MSE) for regression [22] and cross-entropy loss for
classification [23]. The other objective is to align the source
and target domains by reducing the domain shift.

Based on the alignment strategies, UDA methods can be
generally categorized into discrepancy-based methods and
adversarial-based methods [20]. The discrepancy-based meth-
ods align source and target features by minimizing their
distribution discrepancy, such as maximum mean discrepancy
(MMD) [24], [25] and moment discrepancy [26], [27]. This
type of approach has been widely studied and applied in RS.
For example, in [24], a deep UDA network was proposed to
minimize the MMD between source and target images for
cross-scene landcover classification. In [28], a U-Net-based
network for UDA was proposed by using the layer alignment
method and the feature covariance loss function to alleviate
the domain shift between images for landcover segmentation.
However, discrepancy-based methods commonly involve cal-
culations of discrepancy with high complexity [29]. Recently,
adversarial-based models have become increasingly popular
due to their simplicity in training and success in minimizing
the domain shift. Adversarial-based models are trained via
adversarial learning, which employs the generative adversarial
network (GAN) [30] objective to train the model until the
source domain and the target domain are aligned. One of the
most representative methods is the domain-adversarial neural
network (DANN) [31]. The DANN consists of a shared feature
extractor, a predictor, and a domain discriminator. It was
trained to extract domain-invariant features by minimizing the
prediction loss while maximizing domain confusion via the
use of a gradient reversal layer. Due to its success in UDA,
DANN has been adopted for several tasks with impressive
performance. For example, Han et al. [32] proposed a convo-
lutional DANN for mechanical fault recognition with improved
generalizability across different scenarios. Ma et al. [15]

proposed an adaptive DANN model to adaptively adjust the
weighting parameter during training for county-level corn
yield prediction and demonstrated its effectiveness through
experiments in two U.S. ecoregions. Based on DANN, sev-
eral other adversarial-based methods have been proposed by
extending the model structure or changing the training strategy.
For example, Tzeng et al. [33] modified the training strategy
and proposed adversarial discriminative domain adaptation
(ADDA), which independently optimized the predictor and
the domain discriminator. Long et al. [34] proposed condi-
tional domain adversarial networks (CDANs) by introducing
multilinear conditioning and entropy conditioning on DANN.
Cao et al. [35] introduced partial TL to DANN and proposed
a selective adversarial network (SAN), which focuses on
decreasing negative transfer effects from irrelevant source
samples. Huang et al. [36] applied the attention mechanism
to UDA and proposed a two-branch attention adversarial
UDA network that extracts the attention-based spectral–spatial
features for hyperspectral image classification.

Although UDA methods have been widely used for tasks
such as image classification and segmentation [37], [38], [39],
their applications in regression tasks, such as crop yield
prediction, are limited due to two major issues. First, most
existing UDA methods attempt to address the domain shift by
directly matching source and target feature distributions and
extracting domain-invariant features. However, such methods
may extract ambiguous domain-invariant features from the
target domain with limited information regarding the task,
especially in regression tasks such as crop yield prediction
where large domain shift exists across geospatial domains
due to environmental variations [40]. For those target samples
that are outside the support of the source, they are likely
to lose discriminative features if the crop yield response in
the target domain is not considered during UDA. Therefore,
simply aligning the feature distributions without considering
the specific task for the target domain may not effectively
address the domain shift and the prediction accuracy in the
target domain could be still low [41].

Second, most UDA methods were designed for single-
source domain adaptation, which assumes that labeled data are
collected from a single homogeneous domain. In reality, crop
yield data used for model training are typically from multiple
heterogeneous regions [21]. In such cases, the single-source
UDA strategy could be trivially applied by combining the
different regions into a single source [15]. However, due to the
spatial heterogeneity, the domain shift not only exists between
the source domain and the target domain but also exists among
different source domains/regions. For example, in previous
studies [17], [42], counties from multiple states were grouped
into one domain based on the ecoregions provided by the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [43].
However, domain shifts may also exist between different states
due to different management practices and soil properties.
Thus, the combined data across multiple regions may interfere
with each other during the learning process.

A promising way to address the first issue is to use max-
imum classifier discrepancy (MCD) instead of using domain
discriminators during adversarial learning [44]. The core idea
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of MCD is to align source and target distributions by uti-
lizing the task-specific decision boundaries modeled by two
classifiers. As first proposed in [44] for image classification,
Satio et al. trained a feature extractor and two independent
classifiers on labeled source images and unlabeled target
images. The two classifiers are trained to minimize the clas-
sification loss on labeled source images while maximizing
their classification discrepancy on unlabeled target images.
By doing this, the model could distinguish target images that
are far from the support of the source domain. The feature
extractor is then trained to fool the classifiers by minimizing
the classifier discrepancy to have the target samples generated
inside the support of the source, which can help reduce the
domain shift.

To address the second issue and better leverage data from
multiple-source domains, there has been growing interest in
multisource UDA, which is a powerful extension of single-
source UDA that aligns the target domain to multiple-source
domains simultaneously [21]. Recent multisource UDA mod-
els are mostly developed by extending existing single-source
UDA strategies. For example, Peng et al. [45] extended
the single-source moment-matching method and proposed a
moment-matching multisource UDA model named M3SDA for
image classification, which reduces source–target divergences
and intersource divergences by minimizing the moment-related
distance between each domain. Similarly, adversarial-based
single-source UDA models have been extended for multisource
UDA by incorporating multiple feature extractors and domain
discriminators for multiway adversarial learning. For instance,
Zhao et al. [46] extended the DANN model and proposed mul-
tisource domain adversarial networks (MDAN) by designing
source-specific domain classifiers to realize multisource UDA.
Xu et al. [47] proposed a deep cocktail network that uses
multiway adversarial learning to minimize the discrepancy
between the target and source domains for image classification.
Zhao et al. [48] designed separate feature extractors for each
source to learn discriminative target representations in an
adversarial manner for image classification. Wang et al. [49]
designed domain-specific feature extractors and proposed a
multisource UDA for unsupervised crop-type mapping based
on Sentine-2 images.

Motivated by MCD and the recent development of multi-
source UDA, this study proposed a novel multisource max-
imum predictor discrepancy (MMPD) model for corn yield
prediction using satellite images and weather variables. First,
to avoid negative interference among labeled data from het-
erogeneous spatial regions, the strategy of multisource UDA
was employed by grouping labeled data based on multiple
sources and adapting them to the target domain separately.
Second, inspired by MCD, we proposed maximum predictor
discrepancy (MPD) and designed a feature extractor and
source-specific yield predictors. The feature extractor and each
pair of source-specific yield predictors were trained in an
adversarial manner to align the source and target domains
by considering crop yield response in the target domain
through task-specific regression curves. The final predictions
on the target domains were made based on the ensemble
results from multiple sources. Experiments in three UDA
scenarios in the U.S. corn belt and Argentina for four testing

years from 2016 to 2019 showed that the proposed MMPD
outperformed the state-of-the-art UDA methods with better
transferability. In summary, the contributions of this study are
threefold.

1) Instead of aligning feature distributions only, the MPD
was used to align source and target domains by consid-
ering crop yield response in the target domain.

2) The strategy of multisource UDA was adopted for the
first time in the yield prediction tasks to avoid negative
interference among labeled data samples from hetero-
geneous spatial regions and better leverage data from
multiple-source domains.

3) The proposed MMPD model outperformed commonly
used supervised learning, single-source UDA, and mul-
tisource UDA models with improved spatial transferabil-
ity in different UDA scenarios across the U.S. corn belt
and Argentina for multiple testing years.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Multisource Maximum Predictor Discrepancy

In the scenario of crop yield prediction, input predictors x
are RS and weather variables, and the target variable y is
the crop yield. Given an unlabeled target domain Dt and
M labeled source domains Ds = {D1, . . . ,DM}, the MMPD
model has a weight-shared feature extractor G f , which takes
input xi from source or target domains to extract features,
and M pairs of source-specific yield predictors {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1,

which take extracted features from G f and make yield pre-
diction ŷik and ŷ′

ik
(see Fig. 1). G pk and G ′

pk
are the pair of

yield predictors for the kth source domain and they have the
same structure.

The goal of the MMPD is to align source and target domains
by utilizing a pair of source-specific yield predictors as the
discriminator to consider the relationship between regression
curves and target samples. For this objective, we need to
detect target samples far from the support of each source
and align them to the source. Such target samples are likely
to be inaccurately predicted by the predictors trained with
labeled source samples because they have a large domain shift
with the source domain. Therefore, we proposed to utilize the
disagreement of the pair of domain-specific yield predictors
in yield prediction for target samples. Each pair of domain-
specific yield predictors is first trained with labeled source
samples so that they can classify source samples correctly.
In addition, each pair of yield predictors is initialized with
different weights to obtain different predictors at the beginning
of training. As a result, for target samples far from the
support of the source domains, the pair of source-specific yield
predictors is likely to make very different predictions. The
disagreement of each pair of yield predictors on target samples,
which is termed predictor discrepancy, can indicate the domain
shift between the source and target domains. Each pair of
domain-specific yield predictors is trained to maximize the
predictor discrepancy on target samples to effectively detect
the target samples outside the support of the source domain.
On the other hand, G f is trained to fool the discriminator
by minimizing the predictor discrepancy in order to have the
target samples generated inside the support of the source,
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the MMPD model given M source domains Ds = {D1,D2, . . . ,DM } and one target domain Dt .

Fig. 2. Example of aligning target samples to the kth source domain by the MMPD model.

which can help reduce the domain shift. The goal is to obtain
G f that can extract domain-invariant and task-informative
features. To achieve that goal, the MMPD model is trained
recursively in three steps (see Fig. 2).

Step 1: First, to make the weight-shared feature extractor G f
and the domain-specific yield predictors {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1 obtain

informative features, they are trained to correctly predict crop
yields of the source samples [see Fig. 2 (step 1)]. Specifically,
labeled data from each source are forwarded through the
feature extractor to the source-specific predictors for yield
prediction. Each pair of yield predictors is trained to be the
expert in the specific source domain. The yield prediction loss
in each source is calculated as the MSE [see (2) and (3)] and
the model is trained to minimize the total yield prediction loss
in all sources [see (1)]

min
G f ,{G pk ,G ′

pk
}

M
k=1

M∑
k=1

L y(Dk) + L ′

y(Dk) (1)

L y(Dk) =
1

Nk

Nk∑
i=1

(
yik − ŷik

)2
(2)

L ′

y(Dk) =
1

Nk

Nk∑
i=1

(
yik − ŷ′

ik

)2
(3)

where Nk is the number of labeled training samples from
the kth source domain and ŷik and ŷ′

ik
are predicted yields

by the pair of source-specific predictors for the kth source
domain.

Step 2: In this step, yield predictors {G pk , G ′
pk

}
M
k=1 are

trained as discriminators for a fixed feature extractor G f .
By training each pair of yield predictors to increase the
discrepancy on target samples, they can detect the target
samples outside the support of the source [see Fig. 2. (step 2)].
Specifically, we fix the feature extractor G f and keep the
M pairs of source-specific yield predictors {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1

trainable. The unlabeled target data Dt are first fed into the
feature extractor G f and then forwarded to all predictors.
The yield predictor discrepancy Ld(Dt ) is calculated in the
L2 norm between the predicted yield ŷik and ŷ′

ik
for each pair

of source-specific predictors G pk and G ′
pk

[see (5) and (6)].
Given a target sample out of the support of the source, a large
predictor discrepancy is expected [see Fig. 2. (step 2)]. The
yield predictors are trained to maximize the predictor discrep-
ancy Ld(Dt ) by minimizing the negative Ld(Dt ), so they can
discriminate target samples excluded from the support of the
source [see (4)]. Meanwhile, like step 1, labeled source data
from each source domain are fed into the network and the
yield prediction loss L(Ds) on source samples are calculated
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[see (1)]. The source-specific predictors are also trained to
minimize the yield prediction loss L(Ds) in order to maintain
the support of each source. The overall training objective is
given as follows [see (4)]:

min
{G pk ,G ′

pk
}

M
k=1

L(Ds) − Ld(Dt ) (4)

Ld(Dt ) =

M∑
k=1

Ldk (Dt ) (5)

Ldk (Dt ) =
1
Nt

Nt∑
i=1

(
ŷik − ŷ′

ik

)2
(6)

where Nt is the number of unlabeled training samples from
the target domain.

Step 3: In this step, the feature extractor G f is trained
to minimize the predictor discrepancy on target samples for
fixed yield predictors {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1 [see Fig. 2 (step 3)].

Specifically, the feature extractor G f is kept trainable, while
the M pairs of source-specific yield predictors {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1

are fixed. Unlabeled target data xt are fed into the network and
used to calculate the predictor discrepancy Ld(Dt ) [see (12)].
During backpropagation, the feature extractor G f is updated
toward minimizing the predictor discrepancy loss, while the
yield predictors {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1 are fixed as follows:

min
G f

Ld(Dt ). (7)

The MMPD model is trained recursively by these three steps
until convergence. Overall, the feature extractor G f and the
yield predictors {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1 are trained in an adversarial

manner under the condition that the source samples can
be predicted correctly. Finally, the feature extractor G f is
expected to extract task-informative (i.e., informative to the
crop yield) and domain-invariant (i.e., small domain shift
between source and target domains) features. In other words,
source and target distributions are aligned in a task-specific
way.

B. Ensemble Schema

In the testing phase, target samples xi are forwarded through
the feature extractor G f and M pairs of source-specific yield
predictors {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1, and M pairs of predicted yields

{ŷik , ŷ′
k}

M
k=1 are produced. An ensemble schema was first tested

to directly average the M pairs of outputs as the final yield
prediction but generated unsatisfying results. It is found that
different sources may have different relationships with the tar-
get, e.g., one source domain might better align with the target
domain [21]. Therefore, uniformly averaging predictions from
all source predictors could result in unsatisfying accuracy.

To address this issue, a weighted ensemble schema was pro-
posed to combine the predictions from each source predictor.
In fact, if the target domain and the kth source domain are
well aligned, the kth pair of source-specific yield predictors
will have a low prediction error for the kth source dataset Dk
and a small predictor discrepancy for the target dataset Dt .
Therefore, a weighting schema can be designed based on the
prediction errors. Let αk be the weighting parameter for the kth
source domain with the source-specific prediction error errork

and disk be the predictor discrepancy for the target dataset Dt .
The weighting parameter αk is defined as follows:

αk =
β

errorkdisk
(8)

errork =
1

Nk

Nk∑
i=1

(
yik −

1
2

(
ŷik + ŷ′

ik

))2

(9)

disk =
1
Nt

Nt∑
i=1

(
ŷik − ŷ′

ik

)2
(10)

where the source-specific prediction error errork is defined
as the MSE of the kth pair of predictors for the kth source
dataset Dk of size Nk [see (9)], the predictor discrepancy disk
is defined as the mean predictor discrepancy for the target
dataset Dt of size Nt [see (10)], and β is a tunable parameter
to adjust the magnitude of αk .

Finally, we applied the Softmax function to normalize the
weighting parameters {α1, α2, . . . , αM} [see (11)]. A weighting
vector w = (w1, w2, . . . , wM) can be derived and the final
prediction ŷi for the target samples xi is a weighted average
ensemble of predicted yields from M sources [see (12)]

wk =
eαk∑M

k=1 eαk
(11)

ŷi =

M∑
k=1

1
2
wk

(
ŷik + ŷ′

ik

)
. (12)

C. Model Architecture
The proposed MMPD model was implemented using the

Pytorch framework [50]. Based on the experimental setup
described in Section III, the architecture of the MMPD model
was finalized to have a depth of six layers after a thorough
experimental analysis of accuracy on an independent valida-
tion set (see Fig. 1).

Specifically, the weight-shared feature extractor G f consists
of three fully connected layers with 256, 128, and 64 neurons.
Each pair of source-specific yield predictor G pk and G ′

pk
has

the same architecture and each of them consists of two fully
connected layers with 64 and 32 neurons and one output
layer. The batch normalization layer (BatchNorm) was used
between each hidden layer to address internal covariate shifts
and overfitting [51]. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) was used
in each neuron as the activation function. The Adam optimizer
was used to update the model during training. The detailed
training process of the proposed MMPD model is illustrated
in Algorithm 1.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Materials
Two top corn-producing regions, including the U.S. corn

belt and Argentina, were selected as the study areas due to the
availability of sufficient yield records for model development
and evaluation. Historical yield records in the U.S. corn belt
were collected at the county level from the USDA National
Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) Database [52]. Simi-
larly, county-level yield records in Argentina were collected
from the Argentina Ministry of Agriculture [53].
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Algorithm 1 Modeling Process of the Proposed Method
procedure DEFINITIONS
Ds = {D1,D2, . . . ,DM} : M labeled source domains
Dt : the unlabeled target domain
G f : the weight-shared feature extractor
{G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1 : pairs of source-specific yield predictors for

each source domain
Epochs: the total number of training epochs
end procedure
procedure TRAINING PROCESS

1. Initialize G f with random weights
2. Initialize each pair of source-specific predictors

{G pk , G ′
pk

} with different weights
Repeat steps 3-11 until reaching the Epochs

3. Input Ds to the MMPD model
4. Calculate the total yield prediction loss L(Ds) using Eq.

(1)
5. Update G f and {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1 to minimize L(Ds)

6. Input Ds and Dt through the MMPD model
7. Calculate the total yield prediction loss L(Ds) using

Eq. (1); calculate the predictor discrepancy loss Ld(Dt )

using Eq. (5)
8. Freeze G f and update {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1 to minimize L(Ds)

and maximize Ld(Dt )

9. Input Dt through the MMPD model
10. Calculate the predictor discrepancy loss Ld(Dt ) using

Eq. (5)
11. Freeze {G pk , G ′

pk
}

M
k=1and update G f to minimize Ld(Dt )

end procedure
procedure TESTING PROCESS

1. Input Ds and Dt to the trained MMPD model
2. Calculate the source-specific prediction error errork on

the source dataset Ds for the kth source using Eq. (9)
3. Calculate the predictor discrepancy disk on the target

dataset Dt for the kth source using Eq. (10)
4. Calculate the weighting parameter αk of the kth source

using Eq. (8)
5. Normalize the weighting parameters using Eq. (11)
6. Calculate the final prediction ŷi for a given target sample

xi as the weighted average ensemble using Eq. (12)
end procedure

In addition to yield records, remotely sensed VIs and
weather variables from multiple datasets were used as input
predictors for model development. VIs were considered as
input predictors since they have been proven to be informative
for plant vigor [54]. Specifically, three complementary VIs
have been extracted from the daily MODIS MCD43A4 product
at a 500-m spatial resolution [55], including enhanced VI
(EVI), green chlorophyll index (GCI), and normalized differ-
ence water index (NDWI). EVI is an improved NDVI that
can correct aerosol scattering and ground cover signals and
has enhanced sensitivity in high biomass regions [56]. GCI
quantifies the light use efficiency by measuring the canopy
chlorophyll content [57]. NDWI measures the vegetation

moisture content and can reflect the water content changes
in crop leaves [58].

In addition, daytime and nighttime land surface temperature
(LSTday and LSTnight) were collected and extracted from the
MODIS MOD11A2 product at a 1-km spatial resolution [59].
These two variables were considered because they are critical
indicators of energy supply and environmental stressors that
significantly affect crop productivity [60], [61]. Furthermore,
for the U.S. corn belt, three weather variables were extracted
from the parameter elevation regressions on independent
slopes model (PRISM) dataset at a 4-km spatial resolution,
including daily total precipitation (PPT), maximum air temper-
ature (Tmax), and mean air temperature (Tmean) [62]. Since
PRISM only covers the conterminous United States, PPT from
the Climate Hazards Group Infrared Precipitation with Stations
(CHIRPS) dataset with a resolution of ∼5.5 km [63] and Tmax
and Tmean from the ERA5 reanalysis dataset [64] with a
resolution of ∼0.25 arc degrees were collected for counties
in Argentina.

In data preprocessing, the USDA-NASS Cropland Data
Layer (CDL) at a 30-m spatial resolution was first used to
mask out noncorn land for the U.S. corn belt [65]. Since there
is no public-available crop-specific data layer for Argentina,
the MODIS Land Cover Type product (MCD12Q1 v6) at a
500-m spatial resolution [66] was applied to mask out all
noncroplands in Argentina. These data were then spatially
aggregated to the county level and temporally aggregated to
a 16-day interval to cover the planting and growing season
of corn. Finally, time-series predictors and yield records were
paired for model training and evaluation.

B. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the spatial transferability of the proposed
MMPD model under different scenarios, three UDA experi-
ments have been designed. In the first experiment, we sep-
arated counties in the U.S. corn belt into three domains
according to the state-level average yield over the recent ten
years (see Fig. 3). Specifically, counties in states with an
average yield of less than 10.00 t/ha were grouped as the low-
yield domain, including North Dakota (ND), South Dakota
(SD), Kansas (KS), and Missouri (MO); counties in states
with an average yield between 10.00 and 11.00 t/ha were
grouped as the mid-yield domain, including Wisconsin (WI),
Michigan (MI), Indiana (IN), and Ohio (OH); counties in
states with an average yield higher than 11.00 t/ha were
considered as the high-yield domain, including Nebraska (NE),
Minnesota (MN), Iowa (IA), and Illinois (IL). During UDA,
three domains would be used as source domains and every
single state would be alternatively treated as the target domain.
For example, when the target domain is KS, labeled training
samples in KS are first removed from the training set. Then,
unlabeled data samples in KS and the rest labeled samples
from three source domains are used for model training. Finally,
the trained models are evaluated in KS.

In the second experiment, counties in the U.S. corn belt
were divided into four domains according to eco-regions
partitioned by the National Ecological Observatory Net-
work (NEON), a continental-scale research platform for
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Fig. 3. Multiple domains based on state-level mean yield.

Fig. 4. Multiple eco-domains based on NEON eco-regions.

understanding ecosystems [67]. NEON partitions the U.S. into
a total of 20 eco-regions, each of which represents differ-
ent regions of vegetation, landforms, climate, and ecosystem
performance. Counties in the U.S. corn belt are in seven
NEON eco-regions. Since some eco-regions consist of very
few counties from the study area, we merged small eco-regions
and finally had four eco-domains (see Fig. 4). Each eco-
domain would be alternatively treated as the target domain
and the other three eco-domains would be treated as source
domains.

In the third experiment, we further evaluated models through
UDA from the U.S. corn belt to Argentina (see Fig. 5). Large
domain shift exists between these two agricultural regions in
different hemispheres. The U.S. corn belt has a continental cli-
mate, while corn-producing areas in Argentina mostly have a
humid subtropical climate [68]. Following the first experiment,
counties in the U.S. corn belt were divided into three domains
based on the state-level average yield (see Fig. 3). Labeled
samples from these three U.S. source domains and unlabeled
samples from Argentina were used for model training. The
trained models were evaluated in Argentina. A summary of
study areas and data used for model development are given
in Table I.

C. Model Evaluation
Besides the proposed MMPD, three other representative

DL and UDA approaches, including fully connected DNN,

Fig. 5. Corn-producing counties (in green) in Argentina.

DANN, MDAN, and M3SDA, were selected as comparison
models. DNN was trained with all labeled source samples and
evaluated directly in the target domain without any domain
adaptation. When training DANN, multiple-source domains
were grouped into a single-source domain since DANN is
a single-source UDA method. MDAN and M3SDA were
trained following the multisource setting. In addition, we also
evaluated the performance of the single-source MPD (SMPD)
model, which is the single-source counterpart of MMPD.
SMPD had a similar structure as MMPD, but it did not have
domain-specific yield predictors. SMPD was designed to have
a feature extractor and a pair of yield predictors with the
same number of neurons as MMPD. The final prediction is
the average value of the predicted yields from the pair of
yield predictors. Like DANN, multiple-source domains were
grouped into a single-source domain when training the SMPD
model.

Each model was evaluated in four testing years 2016–2019
with all preceding years since 2006 for model training. For
example, when evaluating models in 2017, data samples from
2006 to 2016 were used for model training. Two metrics,
including the root-mean-square error (RMSE) [see (13)] and
the mean absolute relative error (MARE) [see (14)], were used
to evaluate the performance of each model and were calculated
as

RMSE =

√
1
n

∑n

i=1

(
yi − ŷi

)2
(13)

MARE =
1
n

∑n

i=1

|yi − ŷi |

yi
(14)

where n is the number of data samples and yi and ŷi are the
observed yield and the predicted yield for the i th data sample,
respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Domain Adaptation Between U.S. States

We first evaluated the MMPD model based on three source
domains in the U.S. corn belt, which are divided based on the
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF STUDY AREAS, DATA, AND EXPERIMENTS

TABLE II
AVERAGE RMSE (T/HA) AND MARE (%) IN EACH TARGET STATE IN 2016–2019

state-level average yield (see Fig. 4). The evaluation results
averaged over 2016–2019 in each target state are reported
in Table II. The best performer for each case is highlighted
in bold. MMPD was observed to outperform DNN and the
other UDA models in each target state. Specifically, DNN
performed well in some states but had low accuracy in others,
especially in low-yield states such as KS and ND. The reason
is that, when a low-yield state such as KS or ND is the target
domain, most training samples are from the mid- and high-
yield states, which would introduce bias in training DNN and
limit its generalizability to low-yield states. Through UDA,
DANN, MDAN, and M3SDA had improved performance in
a few target states (i.e., MO and OH) but performed worse
than DNN in most cases. These results indicate that merely
aligning feature distributions in source and target domains
without considering the yield response in the target domain
might invalidate the predictor training since the samples in the
target domain might be mistakenly aligned to target samples
with different yield levels. The SMPD model had comparable
corn yield prediction in several states (i.e., OH and WI) but
had poor performance in most cases. For example, SMPD

performed poorly in high-yield states, such as IL and IA.
This demonstrated that grouping all labeled samples into one
source could increase the difficulty for the model to learn from
highly heterogenous data samples. Consequently, SMPD failed
to effectively match the target domain to the source domain in
most cases. Instead, MMPD outperformed SMPD and other
models with better prediction in all cases. With MPD and
multisource strategy, MMPD could align target samples to the
most relevant source and extract informative features for the
yield prediction task.

Furthermore, we showed the scatter plots for each model
in four representative target states to compare the agreement
between the reported and the predicted yields in the average
of four testing years (see Fig. 6). The best agreement was
again observed from the MMPD model. It is also observed
that all models show top performance in IN. Specifically,
the nondomain adaptation model DNN illustrated the best
prediction results in IN. This indicates that IN has the smallest
domain shift, which has been further evidenced by the best
performance among all states for almost all UAD models
(except M3SDA). However, DNN performed poorly in SD with
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Fig. 6. Scatter plots of all reported yields versus predicted yields in
2016–2019 of (a) DNN, (b) DANN, (c) MDAN, (d) M3SDA, (e) SMPD,
and (f) MMPD in the target state (1) IN, (2) IA, (3) SD, and (4) WI.

obvious underestimations [see Fig. 6(a3)]. The reason is that
SD is located on the boundary of the corn belt and has a large
domain shift with respect to other states.

On the other hand, DANN, MDAN, and M3SDA relatively
underperformed in predicting the yields in selected states with
larger disagreement with the reported yields [see Fig. 6(b)–(d)]
since they merely matched feature distributions in source
and target domains without considering target yield response.
MDAN outperformed DANN in IN but had worse performance
in the other target states. SMPD had better agreement than
DANN, MDAN, and M3SDA in SD and WI but had no
obvious improvement in comparison with DNN (see Fig. 6).
The MMPD model outperformed other models and had a better
agreement in chosen target domains [see Fig. 6(f)]. Moreover,
we noticed that all UDA models tended to underestimate corn
yield in IA. IA is the most productive corn-producing state
in USA with numerous high-yielding counties. The domain
adaptation models’ prediction results indicate that the prior
information or local training samples from the target domain
may be still needed when large biases exist between different
domains, even though, as shown in Fig. 6, MMPD is still the
best-performing model in IA with the least underestimation.

Finally, absolute error maps averaged over four testing
years for each model are presented in Fig. 7. In the maps,
the darker color indicates a larger error. Again, the pro-
posed MMPD model demonstrated the least overall errors,
which implied better spatial transferability than other models,
while MDAN and M3SDA showed the biggest prediction
errors. It demonstrated that merely aligning feature distribution

Fig. 7. Average absolute error maps in 2016–2019 for models: (a) DNN,
(b) DANN, (c) MDAN, (d) M3SDA, (e) SMPD, and (f) MMPD in the target
state (1) IN, (2) IA, (3) SD, and (4) WI.

could be troublesome for multisource UDA. Moreover, it was
observed that DANN, MDAN, and M3SDA had a significant
spatial cluster of large errors in IA [see Fig. 8(b2)–(d2)]
and central SD [see Fig. 8(c3)–(d3)]. In addition, as we
observed in the error maps of IN [see Fig. 8(a1) and (d1)] and
WI [see Fig. 8(a4)–(d4)], DANN, MDAN, and M3SDA made
larger errors than DNN. SMPD had solved the problem of the
spatial cluster of large errors but still had severe prediction
errors in IA and SD [see Fig. 8(e2) and (e3)].

B. Domain Adaptation Between U.S. Ecoregions
In the second experiment, we evaluated MMPD via UDA

among four eco-domains in the U.S. corn belt (see Fig. 4).
Each eco-domain was alternatively used as the target domain,
while the other three eco-domains were used as source
domains. The evaluation results of four-year average yield
predictions of 2016–2019 are given in Table III with the best
performer highlighted in bold.

As shown in Table III, DNN performed poorly in target
eco-domain B, C, and D with RMSE over 1.30 t/ha due to
the existence of domain shift. DANN slightly outperformed
DNN in eco-domains A, B, and D due to its domain adap-
tation. MDAN had similar prediction accuracy as DANN in
eco-domain C and D but underperformed DANN by a large
margin in eco-domain B. Also, it was observed that M3SDA
again failed to effectively address the domain shift issue and
performed poorly in all eco-domains. On the other hand,
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TABLE III
AVERAGE RMSE (T/HA) AND MARE (%) IN EACH TARGET ECO-DOMAIN IN 2016–2019

Fig. 8. Scatter plots of reported yields versus predicted yields in the four-year
average of 2016–2019 for all models: (a) DNN, (b) DANN, (c) MDAN,
(d) M3SDA, (e) SMPD, and (f) MMPD in the eco-domain (1) A, (2) B,
(3) C, and (4) D.

SMPD performed better than DANN in eco-domain C and D
but had lower accuracy in eco-domains A and B (see Table III).
MMPD improved the prediction accuracy and outperformed
other models in eco-domains A, C, and D. However, both
SMPD and MMPD had worse performance than DNN and
DANN in eco-domain B.

Similarly, Fig. 8 shows the scatter plots of reported yields
versus predicted yields in each target eco-domain in the four-
year average of 2016–2019 for all prediction models. The pro-
posed MMPD model was observed to have the best agreement
in most target eco-domains though its prediction is inferior to
DNN and DANN for eco-domain B. It was further observed
that the scatteredness of the predictions highly depended on
the eco-domains as evidenced by the high compactness of eco-
domains A and versus high scatteredness of eco-domains C
and D. This may indicate the homogeneity differences among

Fig. 9. Average absolute error maps in 2016–2019 of (a) DNN, (b) DANN,
(c) MDAN, (d) M3SDA, (e) SMPD, and (f) MMPD in the eco-domain (1) A,
(2) B, (3) C, and (4) D.

different eco-domains and the needs for further subdividing
the domains for training and prediction.

Finally, we presented the four-year average absolute error
maps for each model (see Fig. 9). Again, the proposed MMPD
model had better spatial transferability than other models in
most cases [see Fig. 9(f)]. However, it was observed that the
overall prediction errors of MMPD were bigger than DNN and
DANN in eco-domain B [see Fig. 9(a2), (b2), and (f2)], which
were consistent with the results shown in Table III. As shown
in Fig. 9 and Table III, the UDA models MDAN, M3SDA,
SMPD, and MMPD all showed degraded performance in eco-
domain B. It was noticed that the number of counties in
eco-domain B significantly exceeds the number of counties
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TABLE IV
AVERAGE RMSE (T/HA) AND MARE (%) IN ARGENTINA IN EACH TESTING YEAR 2016–2019

in the other eco-domains, as shown in Table III. This meant
that smaller training sets of these three source domains were
used compared to the target eco-domain B. Therefore, when
conducting UDA to eco-domain B, each domain-specific yield
predictor of MMPD was not sufficiently trained. This indicates
that large source domains are required to guarantee the success
of the proposed MMPD model even though MMPD still
had better performance than the other two multisource UDA
methods, i.e., MDAN and M3SDA. It demonstrated that the
effectiveness of MPD. MMPD also outperformed SMPD by
a large margin in eco-domain B since negative interference
among different source samples was well handled by MMPD.

C. Domain Adaptation From the U.S. Corn Belt to Argentina

The model performance was further tested for UDA from
the U.S. corn belt to Argentina. A large domain shift exists
between the U.S. corn belt and Argentina since they are in
different hemispheres with different climates. The U.S. corn
belt was chosen as the source since it has more labeled data
samples for model training.

Specifically, DNN was trained in the U.S. corn belt and
evaluated in Argentina without domain adaptation. DANN
and SMPD were trained using the whole U.S. corn belt as a
single-source domain. To train MDAN, M3SDA, and MMPD,
counties in the U.S. corn belt were divided into three source
domains based on the state-level average yield for multisource
UDA (see Fig. 3). The evaluation results of each model for
2016–2019 are reported in Table IV with the best results
highlighted in bold for each year.

Due to the large domain shift between the U.S. corn belt
and Argentina, DNN performed poorly in all testing years,
especially in 2018, when the corn harvest in Argentina was
hit by the worst drought in half a century [69]. By aligning
the feature distributions in the source and target domains, all
UDA models showed different levels of prediction accuracy
improvement compared to the DNN model but had different
stabilities. For example, in 2018, DANN, MDAN, and M3SDA
improved the prediction accuracy and reduced the RMSE
by large margins compared to DNN. It was observed that
the MDAN model had reduced the RMSE by 0.30 t/ha and
reduced the MARE by more than 5.00% in comparison with
DNN in 2018. However, in 2017, DANN had barely improved
its accuracy in comparison with DNN. In the same year,
MDAN failed to improve the prediction accuracy in Argentina
and had a slightly larger MARE than DNN. Also, in 2016,
M3SDA had worse performance than DNN and made about
1.00% more MARE. SMPD was observed to outperform DNN
in all testing years but underperformed DANN and M3SDA

Fig. 10. Scatter plots of all reported yields versus predicted yields in
Argentina of (a) DNN, (b) DANN, (c) MDAN, (d) M3SDA, (e) SMPD, and
(f) MMPD in the year (1) 2016, (2) 2017, (3) 2018, and (4) 2019.

in some testing years. In comparison, the proposed MMPD
outperformed DNN and all other UDA models in all testing
years (see Table IV).

Fig. 10 shows the scatter plots of each model to demonstrate
the agreement between the reported and predicted corn yields
in each testing year. Again, the predicted yields by DNN were
in poor agreement with the reported yields in most testing
years due to the domain shift. As shown in Fig. 10, different
models have different levels of prediction bias in different
years. In particular, since Argentina has comparatively low
yields compared to the U.S. corn belt, DNN tended to over-
estimate the yield in Argentina. It is because the DNN model
was only trained with labeled samples from the U.S. corn belt
and directly applied to predict corn yield in Argentina without
any TL or UDA. Also, the corn yields were overestimated
by DANN in 2016 and 2017, MDAN in 2016 and 2018,
M3SDA in 2016, 2018, and 2019, and SMPD in 2016, 2018,
and 2019 since these UDA methods were unable to perfectly
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Fig. 11. Absolute error maps in Argentina of (a) DNN, (b) DANN,
(c) MDAN, (d) M3SDA, (e) SMPD, and (f) MMPD in the year (1) 2016,
(2) 2017, (3) 2018, and (4) 2019.

address the domain shift in particular testing years. As a
result, biased estimation would still happen. However, MMPD
further improved the prediction accuracy and achieved the best
agreement in all four testing years with the least estimation
bias [see Fig. 11(f1)–(f4)].

Finally, Fig. 11 shows the corresponding absolute error
maps for all models in each testing year. It was observed that
DNN constantly made large errors across Argentina, especially
in provinces Santiago del Estero (SE), Santa Fe (SF), and
Buenos Aires (BA). DANN had reduced errors in SF and BA
in 2018 [see Fig. 11(b3)], but no obvious improvement was
observed in other testing years. In comparison with DANN,
MDAN had better performance in BA in 2019 [see Fig. 11(c4)]
but made big errors in BA in 2017 [see Fig. 11(c2)]. Similarly,
the performance of M3SDA was not stable. For example,
in comparison with DNN, M3SDA had fewer errors in SF
in 2018 [see Fig. 11(d3)] but had more errors in the same
region in 2017 and 2019 [see Fig. 11(d2) and (d4)]. The SMPD
model had a decent performance in BA but performed poorly
in SE [see Fig. 11(e)]. Again, the proposed MMPD model
outperformed the other models with obvious improvements in
each testing year. For example, MMPD constantly reduced
errors in BA and improved yield prediction in southern SE

Fig. 12. t-SNE visualization of (a) input features, and extracted features
from (b) DANN, (c) MDAN, (d) M3SDA, (e) SMPD, and (f) MMPD in three
source domains (i.e., U.S. low-yield states, mid-yield states, and high-yield
states) and the target domain (i.e., IA) in the testing year 2019.

and SF [see Fig. 11(f)]. Also, MMPD accurately estimated the
corn yields in SF with all absolute errors less than 1.50 t/ha
in 2018 [see Fig. 11(f3)]. Furthermore, it was noted that SE
and northern SF constantly had large errors. These regions
have a very low corn yield with an average yield below 4.00
t/ha. As a result, it was challenging to align these data samples
to the source domains since most U.S. counties have a corn
yield larger than 6.00 t/ha. Therefore, all UDA models made
large prediction errors in these regions.

D. Visualization of Feature Distribution

To provide a visual insight into the effects of UDA by
each model, we visualized the feature distributions of the
input features as well as the extracted features by each
UDA model using the t-distributed stochastic embedding
(t-SNE) algorithm, which is an unsupervised data visualization
tool that projects the high-dimensional feature vectors to a
low-dimensional space (i.e., 2-D in our case) for visualiza-
tion [70]. As shown in Figs. 12–14, one example for each
domain adaptation scenario in the testing year 2019 was
presented since similar results were obtained in other cases
or other testing years.

The goal of UDA is to blend features from different domains
in a uniform distribution in the feature space. For given input
features, different t-SNE visualization results are shown in
Figs. 12–14 for different source and target domains. For exam-
ple, as shown in Fig. 14(a), the t-SNE transformed features
of the domains of the U.S. corn belt and Argentina clearly
illustrated domain shift between source and target domains
as well as among different source domains, as those domain
features were separately clustered. After UDA with different
UDA methods, the domain shift has been reduced to different
degrees, as shown in Figs. 12–14(b)–(f).
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Fig. 13. t-SNE visualization of (a) input features, and extracted features from
(b) DANN, (c) MDAN, (d) M3SDA, (e) SMPD, and (f) MMPD in three source
domains (i.e., eco-domains A–C) and the target domain (i.e., eco-domain D)
in the testing year 2019.

Fig. 14. t-SNE visualization of (a) input features, and extracted features
from (b) DANN, (c) MDAN, (d) M3SDA, (e) SMPD, and (f) MMPD in three
source domains (i.e., U.S. low-yield states, mid-yield states, and high-yield
states) and the target domain (i.e., Argentina) in the testing year 2019.

Specifically, DANN could well merge the source and target
samples. However, since DANN addresses the domain shift
by directly matching feature distributions in source and target
domains, the wrong alignment would happen. For example,
when IA was the target domain, quite a few target samples
were aligned to the mid-yield domain by DANN although IA
is a high-yield state [see Fig. 12(b)].

It was observed that MDAN was able to reduce the risk of
negative interference between different sources by aligning the

target domain to one particular source domain. For example,
as shown in [see Fig. 12(c)], target samples from IA were
mainly aligned to the source domain of high-yield states.
However, MDAN failed to uniformly align the source and
target domains and independent clusters of target samples were
still observed. Also, when Argentina was the target domain and
there were significant domain shifts, although MDAN moved
the feature distributions of three source domains closer to the
target domain’s feature distribution, it was unable to perfectly
match each target sample to the source domain and quite a few
target samples were still far from the support of each source
domain [see Fig. 14(c)].

Similarly, M3SDA tries to reduce the domain discrepancy
by matching moments across all pairs of source and target
domains. Therefore, it was observed that feature distributions
in the target domain were aligned closer to those in source
domains by M3SDA, but individual target samples were not
uniformly mixed with source samples. For example, when
eco-domain D was the target domain, M3SDA aligned target
samples closer to the source samples but failed to dismantle the
cluster of target samples [see Fig. 13(d)]. This explains why
M3SDA performed poorly in most domain adaptation cases.

SMPD better aligned the target domain to source domains,
while there were still some extracted target feature samples
located far from the support of source domains [see Fig. 14(e)].
For example, when Argentina was the target domain, a cluster
of target samples extracted by SMPD was observed to be
outside the support of either of the source domain. Moreover,
for single-source UDA methods DANN and SMPD, it was
noted that they tended to merge the source and target samples
to a narrow space [see Figs. 12–14(b) and (e)]. It indicated
that samples from different sources have also been tightly
aligned by DANN and SMPD, which could cause negative
interference.

On the other hand, the t-SNE transformed features
of MMPD have shown the best adaptation patterns
[see Figs. 12–14(f)]. Through MPD and multisource UDA,
MMPD aligned target samples to the most similar source
domain by extracting domain-invariant and task-informative
features. For example, as shown in Fig. 12(f), target samples
from IA have been mostly aligned with the high-yield domain
since counties in IA mostly have high corn yields. Similarly,
when Argentina is the target domain, most target samples
have been matched to the low- and mid-yield domains [see
Fig. 14(f)] in the U.S. since the corn yields in Argentina are
mostly located in the range.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a multisource UDA method
named MMPD for county-level corn yield prediction based on
time-series RS and weather variables. The proposed MMPD
model aims to reduce the domain shift between source and
target domains and accurately predict corn yield in the target
domain without using labeled data from the target domain.
By using the MPD, MMPD was trained to align source
and target domains by considering crop yield response in
the target domain based on task-specific regression models.
Also, the multisource UDA strategy was adopted in MMPD
to avoid negative interference among source samples from
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heterogeneous regions. Experiments on three UDA scenarios
in the U.S. corn belt and Argentina have been conducted to
evaluate the model performance. It was observed that MMPD
outperformed representative single-source and multisource
UDA methods. Also, the t-SNE visualization analysis showed
that MMPD not only reduced the domain shift between source
and target domains but also matched the target samples to the
most similar source domain. To further improve the model’s
performance in Argentina, there is a need for a high-quality
crop-specific landcover layer for crop masking. The MODIS
Land Cover Type product used in this study does not have a
crop-specific layer which would introduce noises into feature
variables and make it harder for UDA. Also, some other
potential improvement includes guiding the learning of MMPD
by introducing prior knowledge during training. With prior
knowledge such as the historical yield level in certain areas,
we can reduce potential biases in the prediction. In the future,
we plan to extend our method to address UDA scenarios for
different crops and/or at finer scales.
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